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Summary: During the past decade, major breakthroughs in
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) quality were made by
means of quantum leaps in scanner hardware and pulse se-
quences. Some advanced MRI techniques have truly revolu-
tionized the detection of disease states and MRI can now—
within a few minutes—acquire important quantitative
information noninvasively from an individual in any plane or

volume at comparatively high resolution. This article provides
an overview of the most common advanced MRI methods
including diffusion MRI, perfusion MRI, functional MRI, and
the strengths and weaknesses of MRI at high magnetic field
strengths. Key Words: Diffusion, perfusion, spin labeling, dif-
fusion tensor, functional MRI, tractography.

INTRODUCTION

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been estab-
lished for over a decade as a superior research and clin-
ical modality for anatomical imaging. Noteworthy for
exceptionally good submillimeter spatial and subsecond
temporal resolution, MRI is now demonstrating the po-
tential of tracing the links between tissue function, me-
tabolism, blood flow, and hemodynamics in both normal
and disease states. Likewise, MRI can—within min-
utes—noninvasively acquire functional images in any
plane or volume at comparatively high resolution. Func-
tional MRI (fMRI) can image the hemodynamic and
metabolic changes that are associated with human brain
functions, such as vision, motor skills, language, mem-
ory, and mental processes. These techniques have also
revolutionized detection of a wide variety of disease
states, such as stroke, multiple sclerosis, and tumors.
Much of the recent progress in MRI resulted because

of high-speed imaging capabilities. This typically means
that enhanced gradient strengths are used to produce
images in one or a few shots or echo-trains. Echo-planar

and spiral imaging are two variations of such high-speed
gradient-echo MRI techniques, whereas spin-echo vari-
ations of high-speed imaging fall into the class of fast
spin-echo MRI. High-speed MRI suggests that images
are acquired in several seconds or fewer and provide the
means of producing motion-free images or a series of
rapidly acquired images.
In this review article, we will review the foundations

of these advanced MRI techniques and will attempt to
address their potential strengths and weaknesses. Fur-
thermore, we will provide an overview of the potential
applications of advanced MRI in neurologic diagnosis
and therapeutic monitoring.

DIFFUSION MRI

Diffusion sets the basis for one of the most robust
contrast mechanisms in MRI.1 Diffusion-weighted MRI
(DWI) and more advanced methods, such as diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI),2,3 have advanced from an exper-
imental tool to a frequently used method for clinical
evaluation and for a better understanding of the patho-
physiology of certain diseases. Specifically, DWI now
belongs to the standard arsenal of MRI pulses sequences,
and the impact it has made for the early diagnosis of
acute stroke4,5 seems to be unmatched by other MRI
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methods. The possibility of diagnosing stroke within the
window of opportunity to treat patients while brain tissue
is still salvageable and to triage patients with different
etiology of a stroke is of great importance for treatment
decisions in critically ill patients (FIG. 1).6

Although diffusion tensor imaging has not yet been
able to match the impact of DWI in stroke, it has proven
to be a sensitive tool for detecting subtle abnormalities in
the white matter of patients with diseases like multiple
sclerosis7,8 or ALS.9 Despite DTI’s sensitivity to white
matter abnormalities shown in group comparisons, fur-
ther work in this area is warranted to demonstrate its
value for diagnosing individual patients.
The anisotropic nature of water diffusion in white

matter has led yet to another exciting modality that al-
lows investigators to follow different fiber systems in
white matter.10 Despite its appearance on conventional
T1-weighted series, white matter is not a compact mass
of myelinated axons supported by glia cells and blood
vessels. Rather, it consists of highly organized and nu-
merous fiber systems, each of which interconnects with
different areas at the cortex, deep gray matter structures,
and the periphery. Fiber tracking, based on orientational
information obtained from DTI or more sophisticated
methods, promises to elucidate, at least at the gross mor-

phological level, functional and anatomical connectivity
in the brain.

Basic concept of diffusion-weighted MRI
MRI allows one to measure the self-diffusion of wa-

ter—that is, the Brownian or random motion of the water
molecules driven by their internal thermal energy.1 By
means of DWI, it is possible to take snapshots of the
water motion on a time scale of a few tens of millisec-
onds. Within pure water or CSF, diffusion is usually
unrestricted and the measured diffusion constant is inde-
pendent of the direction along which the apparent diffu-
sion coefficient (ADC) was measured. The diffusion co-
efficient that is obtained from a tissue voxel via MRI
reflects the contribution of different compartments. If
diffusion is isotropic, there is no preferred direction of
water motion for these tissues. However, for white mat-
ter, consisting of dense fiber bundles, water moves more
easily parallel to the fibers than across them. Depending
on the fiber- packing density the displacement front of
the water protons will be more or less cigar shaped (i.e.,
a stretched ellipsoid) in contrast to a spherical shape for
isotropic diffusion. Here, the orientation of its long axis
will be dependent on the local fiber orientation (FIG. 2).
The diffusion ellipsoid [i.e., a three-dimensional (3-D)

FIG. 1. Acute ischemic stroke of an 18-year-old man. Top row: Approximately 1.5–2 h after onset of clinical symptoms, conventional
CT shows no clear signs of infarction. Middle row: Series of diffusion-weighted images obtained immediately after CT allows exact
delineation of injured tissue. Bottom row: Follow-up CT clearly confirms findings on DWI examination. DWI was performed with a
navigated diffusion-weighted interleaved EPI sequence.
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ellipse] is parameterized with six elements.1 The first
three parameters are the radii along the principal axes of
the ellipsoid. If they are all equal, this would represent a
sphere and, hence, isotropic diffusion. The other three
parameters are the rotation angles of the ellipsoid defin-
ing its orientation in space, relative to the laboratory
frame of reference.

DIFFUSION TENSOR IMAGING

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is based on measure-
ments of water diffusion along many different directions.
These measurements allow one to calculate the diffusion
tensor and, hence, the diffusion ellipsoids. Here, the dif-
fusion tensor (D) is expressed by a diagonal symmetric 3
� 3 matrix consisting of six unique elements. The tensor
is the mathematical representation of the diffusion ellip-
soid—one for each voxel. DWI scans with encoding
along at least six directions are required to determine the
six unknown parameters of the ellipsoid.2,3 However, the
diffusion is often measured along many directions; a few
tens of directions will already improve the image quality
of the tensor estimations and will avoid orientational
bias. Measuring diffusion along a certain direction is
done by combining the x, y, and z magnetic field gradi-
ents that will lead to a net field gradient along the direc-
tion vector defined by (Gx, Gy Gz)

T. In the simplest form
of DWI, these encoding gradients are added to a spin
echo sequence and will lead to an observable signal
attenuation that is related to the diffusivity of the protons
(FIG. 3). The gradients have no effect on static protons.
However, protons moving along the diffusion encoding

gradient direction will accrue a nonremovable phase dur-
ing the diffusion observation interval. Due to the random
motion pattern of each spin, this phase accrual will, on
the macroscopic scale level, result in a net spin dephas-
ing and loss of signal related to the extent of diffusivity
within the voxel.
In Figure 4, three diffusion-weighted images are pre-

sented, with diffusion encoding gradients applied along
the x, y, and z direction. In observing white matter areas,

FIG. 2. Visualization of the proton displacement front due to
diffusion. a: Isotropic diffusion occurs if diffusion is equal along
all directions. b: For the same diffusion observation time interval,
the proton displacement front (dotted line) is smaller in the pres-
ence of reduced diffusion. With anisotropic diffusion (c and d),
diffusion differs along different directions.

FIG. 3. a: Diffusion-weighted spin echo sequence: diffusion-
weighting gradients are applied during each TE/2 period. The
diffusion-weighted echo is sampled at the time t � TE when the
spin echo is formed. The diffusion attenuation is only dependent
on the parameters GDiff, �, and � but does not depend on t1.
(GM � readout direction, GP � phase-encode direction, and
GS � section select direction). b: Single-shot diffusion-weighted
spin echo EPI pulse sequence. The entire k-space is filled with a
single EPI-readout train. Because the EPI-train occupies much
of the time available in the second TE/2 interval (tEPI/2), the
maximum duration of the diffusion gradient lobes is mostly de-
termined by the time TE/2-tEPI/2. c: Twice-refocused dual spin
echo diffusion-weighted pulse sequence. The RF pulses (excite
and refocus), diffusion gradients G of lengths �1, �2, �3, and �4,
and an EPI readout are shown. Because the gradient pulses are
shorter and have opposite polarity, the build-up of potent eddy
currents is strongly reduced. Conversely, for the diffusing spins
the bipolar gradient pair together with the refocusing RF pulse
act as one long diffusion encoding gradient with efficient encod-
ing power.
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such as the genu or splenium of the posterior corpus
callosum, one can appreciate the signal difference caused
by anisotropic diffusion. White matter structures appear
hypointense relative to the surrounding tissue if the white
matter tracts run parallel to the encoding gradient ap-
plied, whereas they appear hyperintense when fibers run
perpendicular to the encoding gradient. In the first case,
this is caused by a relatively high diffusion coefficient,
whereas in the second case restricted or hindered diffu-
sion occurs across multiple layers of oriented fibers.
From the six or more DW images and the diffusion

gradient directions being used, the elements of D can be
calculated by simple matrix calculus. Unfortunately, nei-
ther the diffusion tensor element images nor some grid of
ellipsoids is an adequate form that could be presented to
the clinician for diagnosis because there is too much
information to perceive at once. To interpret the tensor
information, it is necessary to break down this informa-
tion into single-valued measures that can be viewed as
readable gray-scale maps. Fortunately, one can identify
two relevant measures from the diffusion ellipsoid. The
first is the mean diffusivity (�D�), which is calculated
by taking the average of the three radii of the ellipsoids.
Mean diffusivity is measured in mm2/s, as a consequence
of the random motion with no net transport. The second
measure, anisotropy, characterizes how much the diffu-
sion ellipsoid deviates from a spherical shape. There are
several measures that characterize this property,11 of
which the relative anisotropy (RA) measure may be the
most intuitive. RA is dimensionless as are all other mea-
sures of anisotropy. It is zero for isotropic diffusion
(sphere shape) and approaches one for more pronounced
cigar shapes.
To calculate these measures, the diffusion tensor D is

first diagonalized, which is a standard mathematical op-
eration on a matrix that essentially rotates the coordinate
frame of reference independently (pixel-by-pixel) into
the principal axes of the ellipsoid. By this, the three radii

(or eigenvalues �1, �2, �3), as well as the orientation of
the diffusion ellipsoid, are explicitly obtained. The mean
diffusivity is then calculated by

�D	 � 
�1 � �2 � �3)/3

and the RA as

RA �
� 
�1, �2, �3)

�D	

The RA is the standard deviation of the radii divided by
their mean. This processing queue is illustrated in Figure
5. Notice that the images on the diagonal are actually
different before and after the diagonalization. The eig-
envectors provide information about the direction of the
maximum diffusion within a voxel upon which fiber
tracking10 will be built.
In addition to the DWI spin echo sequence, both stim-

ulated echo12 and steady-state free precession sequences
can be used.13–15 It is beyond the scope of this manu-
script to provide more details about these techniques; a
more detailed description can be found elsewhere.16

Motion problems in DWI
Current methods of diffusion preparation impart a spa-

tially varying set of phases to tissue by means of diffu-
sion-encoding gradients and then attempt to remove
these phases after an elapsed period of time. Motion in
the tissue sample, including bulk motion, during this
time, often just a few tens of milliseconds, will leave
localized phase on the object being imaged. Even in
cooperative patients, peristalsis, respiratory motion, and
pulsatile flow will confound diffusion imaging.17,18

Here, one must distinguish between coherent motion,
which leads to a constant phase accrual for all spins, and
incoherent motion (diffusion, microperfusion, turbulent
flow), which causes spins with different magnitude and
direction of motion (flow) to accrue different phase

FIG. 4. Diffusion-weighted images with diffusion-encoding along the (a) left-right, (b) anterior-posterior, and (c) caudo-cranial direction.
Notice that white matter fibers running perpendicular to the gradient direction appear hyperintense because of lower values of diffusivity,
whereas fibers running parallel to the gradient direction demonstrate lower signal intensities.
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terms. Because DWI is sensitive to motion on the order
of tens of micrometers, even locations not commonly
noted for motion, such as the brain, move orders of
magnitude more than the diffusive motion under inves-
tigation, and such motions can corrupt image quality.
This effect can mimic increased diffusivity and yield
diffusion coefficients that are higher than the true under-
lying values. In other words, the root-mean-square dis-
placement of diffusing spins usually covers an area of
approximately 1 �m2/s; any type of macroscopic motion

may therefore severely disturb measurements that are
sensitive to microscopic movement. To address this is-
sue, DWI is often acquired with cardiac triggering, i.e.,
synchronized with the cardiac cycle so that imaging dur-
ing systole can be avoided.
In addition to erroneous diffusion measurements, bulk

motion during the presence of strong diffusion-encoding
gradients can also cause artifacts. In MRI, k-space data
are normally acquired line by line or by a subset of lines.
Several acquisitions (multishot) are therefore required to
form a fully encoded image. This poses two problems for
DTI: firstly, to compute diffusion tensor information, one
must acquire at least six DWIs plus one (T2-weighted)
reference image, which can be time consuming; sec-
ondly, and more importantly, bulk motion during acti-
vated diffusion encoding gradients leads to random
phase accruals that can differ from shot to shot and
compete with the phase information imprinted on the
spins by the regular phase encoding.19,20 This additional
perturbation will alter the true location and phase of the
data in k-space and usually leads to significant ghosting
(FIG. 6a). In this context, rigid body motion, comprised
translation and/or rotation of the sample, cause detect-
able and potentially correctable phase errors. Rigid body
translations during the application of the diffusion gra-
dients introduce an additional constant phase offset to the
data. Translations between readouts in a multishot acqui-
sition will add a linear phase ramp across the line of data,
whereas rotation shifts the k-space data in at least two
directions relative to the sampling locations (FIG. 6,
b–e). These phase errors can be detected or corrected by
a number of means, including collecting additional scan
data (known as navigator echoes) at the expense of scan-
ning time. It should be noted that nonrigid body motions,
such as plastic deformation of tissue, incur quite complex
changes in the detected signal and are, in general, not
handled.

Navigator correction
Multishot sequences have been commonly used to im-

prove the resolution of DWI, but they generally suffer
from shot-to-shot phase variations caused by motion.
Whereas these phase terms yield to no consequences for
single-shot echo planar imaging (EPI), this is a more
severe problem in an interleaved acquisition. To capital-
ize on the better spatial resolution of multishot scans,
motion-induced phase errors must be removed from each
separate acquisition.20–24 Two-dimensional phase cor-
rection is currently the most commonly used method; it
can be achieved by either acquiring extra data around the
center of the k-space before image acquisition or by
applying specially designed readout trajectories that fully
sample the center of the k-space at each acquisition. With
the fully sampled navigator data, two techniques can then
be applied to measure acquisition-to-acquisition motion:

FIG. 5. Processing of diffusion tensor information. a: From at
least six DWIs with diffusion-encoding along noncollinear direc-
tion plus one reference image, one can compute the six inde-
pendent elements of the diffusion tensor (left). Notice that Dij �
Dji. By means of matrix diagonalization the eigenvalues (top
right) and eigenvectors (top bottom) of the tensor can be com-
puted. b: From the eigenvalues scalar, rotational invariant mea-
sures, i.e., trace of the diffusion tensor �D� (top) and relative
anisotropy (RA, bottom) can be computed.
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one is to find the linear shift in k-space; the other is to find
the phase variations in the image space. As described by
both Anderson and Gore19 and Butts et al.,20 motion-in-
duced phase accrual causes the readout trajectory to deviate
from the intended pathway and not start from the origin of
k-space. The k-space approach estimates this k-space dis-
placement from the navigator data and corrects for it before
gridding reconstruction.25 The image-based technique esti-
mates the phase error from the low-resolution image ac-
quired by the navigator data and corrects for it in the image
space for each acquisition. The purpose of both correction
algorithms is to correct for the k-space displacement. As
illustrated in Figure 7, the corrected k-space data show that
after correction the peak of the signal is brought back to the
origin of k-space.
The image-based phase correction also corrects for the

nonlinear phase that exists in the low-resolution phase

FIG. 6. a: Without any correction, motion in the presence of strong diffusion-weighting gradients results in severe image degradation.
b–e (left column, image space; right column, k-space): A simplified representation of image space and k-space for a simple object. The
readout is shown in a heavy black line. b: No rigid body motion is present; c: effect of translation between acquisitions; d: effect of
translation during diffusion gradients; e: in-plane rotation during the application of the diffusion gradients.

FIG. 7. Comparison of the k-space data before and after image-
based phase correction for one particular interleaf. Two white
lines indicate the coordinate system. a: k-space data before
correction. The data are displaced due to motion during the
diffusion sensitizing gradients. b: k-space data after correction.
The peak has been shifted back to the origin. Also notice that the
intensity has been modified slightly because some nonlinear
phase was corrected in the image space.
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estimate. Alternatively, one can correct solely for the
linear phase by extracting a linear phase term from the
low-resolution image. However, Miller et al.26 showed
that nonlinear phase correction can further restore signal
loss and improve image quality because nonlinear phase
in DWI can arise from nonrigid motion.

Pulse sequences for DWI
Diffusion-weighted single-shot EPI. Fast, single-shot

methods such as EPI,27 combined with cardiac or respi-
ratory gating, are less sensitive to motion and therefore
minimize or even entirely avoid ghosting artifacts. Until
recently, single-shot imaging techniques are almost ex-
clusively used in the clinical routine. Using single-shot
EPI, each image is acquired within the time frame of
0.1 s. However, EPI suffers from its own problems: EPI
is limited by lower resolutions (�128 � 128), image
blurring, localized signal loss, and image distortions.28

Distortions and signal loss occur predominantly at
boundaries between tissue and air, due to the local
change of magnetic field strength (FIG. 8). The degree of
these distortions is dependent on both hardware and soft-

ware. To minimize these artifacts, several acquisition
methods29–31 and postprocessing methods have been
proposed.32–34

Yet another effect that impairs image quality in DWI
with EPI is the distortion caused by eddy currents. Eddy
currents are unwanted currents in conducting elements of
the MRI system, usually in the Dewar of the magnet and
are caused by the switching of the usually strong, lengthy
diffusion-encoding gradients. The local field changes in-
duced by these eddy currents will have different impact
on the image depending on the direction of the diffusion
encoding gradient direction. This is illustrated in Figure
8b, where a diffusion gradient applied along the x, y, and
z direction causes the image to be sheared, scaled, or
translated, respectively. This example is for illustration
purposes only, the level of eddy current effects are nor-
mally about 2–4 mm. This will cause each DWI to be
hampered by a linear combination of these effects for a
given measured diffusion direction. As the amount of
shear, scaling, and translation is dependent on the diffu-
sion direction,35 and because the DTI data are calculated
from all these DWIs, this implies an anatomical incon-

FIG. 8. a: EPI is generally prone to distortions from susceptibility differences (arrows). b: Because of the small bandwidth per pixel eddy
current induced gradients can cause significant distortions along the phase encoding direction. Depending on the diffusion-encoding
gradient orientation this can lead to either sheared, scaled, or translated images.
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sistency in the acquired data in addition to the possible
geometric distortions from the true object shape. To ob-
tain an anatomically consistent DTI data set and deriva-
tions thereof (�D�, RA, etc.), the eddy currents need to
be minimized (FIG. 3c). Here, four diffusion gradients
are applied, and two 180° pulses are used.36 In this way,
the majority of the eddy currents are negated before the
EPI data acquisition. In addition, postprocessing solu-
tions exist that correct these image distortions on the
basis of image coregistration.33,37–39

With the recent introduction of parallel imaging, the
quality of EPI scans in terms of reduced blurring and
geometric distortions caused by off-resonant spins can be
significantly improved30,31 (FIG. 9). The accelerated k-
space traversal is directly related to the reduction factor
in parallel imaging. In addition to conventional gradient
encoding to form an image, parallel imaging capitalizes
on the distinct sensitivities of individual elements of
receiver coil arrays. The additional spatial information
provided by these coils allows one to sample k-space
more sparsely and, hence, more quickly.
In addition to the comparatively standardized single-

shot EPI imaging techniques, there are other promising
ways to acquire the DWI data. Some of the most prom-
ising techniques will be discussed in the further sections.

Radial scanning. Radial, or projection reconstruction,
imaging is the original method by which MRI data were
acquired. Here, radial lines or spokes are acquired that
intersect an arbitrary axis in k-space at varying degrees
(FIG. 10a). Radial acquisitions have the benefit of re-
peatedly sampling the center of k-space,40 which can act
as a built-in navigator. Translational motion will intro-
duce a constant phase offset and linear phase ramp on the
data. These offsets are usually uncorrelated across lines
of data. The radial acquisition contains the center of

k-space in each line. This gives a common point of
reference, from which a constant phase offset may be
determined and removed.41 While a linear phase ramp
may also be detected across the radial lines, it is common
practice to simply convert to the projection domain (i.e.,
the Fourier transform of the observed echo), and perform
a magnitude operation on the complex projections (i.e.,
discarding any residual phase).42 This has the effect of
centering the projection and, therefore, removing the
translation. Rotational motion will shift the effective k-
space location.41 Should the rotation shift the k-space
location along the current radial direction, the effect is a
simple one dimensional translation of the line, which can
be recentered. However, should the rotation shift the
effective k-space away from the radial line, the data
measured will no longer be a radial line. These data are
spurious and, although detectable, cannot be corrected.
Radial acquisitions, however, are immune to most mo-
tion errors, and those remaining artifacts are more benign
than would be seen with a Cartesian acquisition (FIG.
10b).
Recently, the periodically rotated overlapping parallel

lines (PROPELLER)43 technique has been introduced as
a novel method that incorporates both two-dimensional
(2-D)-navigation information with the benefits of a radial
acquisition. This multishot technique covers a thin strip
or blade of k-space in each acquisition (FIG. 11a). By
controlling the refocusing pulses between reading lines
of k-space, phase information between lines is preserved.
Furthermore, the inherent oversampling near the origin
of k-space allows a number of phase conditions to be
evaluated. Many conditions may also be corrected. How-
ever, if the data contain uncorrectable errors, such as a
k-space shift from a rotation large enough to move the
center of k-space outside the sampling of the blade, these

FIG. 9. Comparison between conventional diffusion-weighted single-shot EPI (a) and SENSE-EPI readout (b) in a stroke patient. By
means of the faster k-space traversal with SENSE, the magnetic susceptibility artifacts or artifacts from B0-inhomogneities can be
markedly diminished.
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data may be detected and removed from the final data set.
PROPELLER DWI has been demonstrated to be useful
in areas with severe susceptibility distortions where EPI
suffers from strong image degradation, such as areas
close the base of the skull or in association with metallic
material44 (FIG. 11, b and c).

Spiral imaging. A few studies have recently explored
the self-navigating capability of the spiral readout trajec-
tory in multishot DWI.45,46 Previously, MRI based on
spiral readout has been found to be effective in applica-
tions such as functional neuroimaging47,48 and spectros-
copy.49 The spiral trajectory has the merit of moment-
nulling motion compensation and efficient use of
gradient power. However, conventional spiral readout
trajectories have limited potential for self-navigation be-
cause of the lack of data in the central k-space. This
effectively allows only zero- and (to some extent) first-
order compensation. To improve the navigating capabil-
ity, it is necessary to increase the sampling density at the
center of the k-space. With a recently developed analytic
variable-density (VD) spiral design technique,50 the k-
space sampling density can be easily increased around
the origin of k-space. This leads to a diffusion-weighted
multishot VD spiral sequence design,51 a self-navigated
technique and promising alternative for high-resolution
DWI. With the analytic VD spiral design, the k-space
sampling density can be easily manipulated and pre-
scribed on the scanner hardware in real time. Here, each
spiral oversamples the central region of k-space and un-
dersamples the outer region of k-space. The sampling
density is circularly symmetric and decreases smoothly
as the radius increases in k-space. This trajectory is ro-
tated consecutively in several repetition times to achieve
full coverage of k-space. To reduce the eddy currents
caused by the switching of diffusion gradients, VD spiral
can be combined with a twice-refocused spin echo
(TRSE) sequence.36,52 The image reconstruction in-
volves two main steps: gridding25 and phase correc-
tion.26 The gridding step resamples the k-space data onto
regular Cartesian grids to use the fast Fourier transform.
For each spiral, the phase error in image space is then

corrected by a low-resolution phase map estimated from
the center portion of the k-space. The final image is
formed by a direct combination of images acquired by
each spiral. The image quality is improved dramatically
with VD spiral and can further reduce the signal drop-off
caused by motion-induced phase error. Early examples
of high-quality fractional anistrophy maps with in-plane
resolution of 0.86 � 0.86 mm2 are shown in Figure 12.

Diffusion MRI-based tract tracing
The ability to outline axonal fiber bundles in neuronal

networks is important for the understanding of normal
and pathological processes affecting brain function. For
example, cognitive and motor processes that involve a
variety of functional areas are mediated by such neural
networks. In concert with fMRI,53 the availability of a
noninvasive technique that outlines fascicles could en-
hance the understanding of the spatiotemporal interac-
tion of normal brain function and adaptive processes
such as brain plasticity. Finally, DTI may play an im-
portant role in treatment planning of neurosurgery or
dose sculpting in radiation therapy by adding this tech-
nique to the diagnostic battery available to the oncolo-
gist.
Thus far, tract tracing of the human brain has been

solely applied to postmortem studies. These methods
include the dissection of white matter,54–56 strychnine
neuronography,57 and neuronal degeneration associated
with localized lesions.58–60 Histologic methods are
based on active axonal transport of tracer molecules and
have been applied mostly in animal studies. Unfortu-
nately, such passive diffusive tracer studies of the post-
mortem brain also require several months to trace very
short distances and are affected by cross-fiber diffusion61

which impairs spatial distinctiveness. Therefore, a non-
invasive, reproducible, and repeatable tract tracing
method is of greatest importance.
Fortunately, the directional information afforded by

the anisotropic diffusion characteristics in white matter
provides exactly this framework for tracking. For exam-
ple, if one assumes that, in each voxel, the orientation of

FIG. 10. a: A radial or projection reconstruction acquisition, lines of k-space are acquired at varying angles, each of which passes
through the center of k-space. b: Without echo centering the distortions of each projection are quite significant and lead to mediocre
image quality. c: High-resolution DWI scan (same as in panel b) after echo centering and magnitude-only reconstruction.
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the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue is
aligned with the predominant underlying fiber orienta-
tion, tractography can be achieved by connecting each
voxel to the adjacent one. This is performed by following
the direction toward which the local direction vector
points. However, stepping from one voxel to another is
limited to the choice of only eight neighboring voxels62

in 2-D (or 26 in 3-D), and so the tracking often deviates
from the true fiber orientation. Propagating from one
voxel to the next nearest neighbor may result in non-
smooth trajectories which are most likely erroneous. To
avoid the “granularity” of discrete space, a continuous
representation of the vector field can be used and an
individual fiber tract can be computed (FIG. 13a).62–64 In
the continuous domain, the endpoint is not required to be
the closest grid position, and this allows a more accurate
tracking. At the endpoint, the direction of preferred dif-
fusion is calculated again and, for a small increment, the

tract propagates further along the newly found direction.
Mathematically, this is simply a numeric integration op-
eration. This step can be iterated many times until certain
stopping criteria are met. For instance, to ensure that the
traces would not erroneously pass into areas of very low
anisotropy, such as CSF or gray matter, the tracking
process can be stopped when a diffusion anisotropy mea-
sure (e.g., fractional anisotropy) falls below a fixed
threshold (usually ranging from 0.1–0.15). In addition, it
has been proposed that only a limited amount of curva-
ture per spatial increment (e.g., 10°/increment) should be
tolerated between subsequent steps.65 Tracking results
are only sound if 1) the tensor information truly reflects
the orientation of the underlying fibers; and 2) the nu-
meric integration is accurate.
Individual tracking algorithms vary predominantly by

way of orientational information, i.e., whether only the
first eigenvector or the whole tensor is interpolated/ap-

FIG. 11. a: A PROPELLER trajectory blade uses a Cartesian set of lines, with a greatly reduced kmax in one direction. This set of lines
is then rotated about the origin of k-space, and acquired again. This leads to a set of intermediate images which are at the desired spatial
resolution along the readout direction but have significantly lower resolution along the shorter dimension of the blade. These interme-
diate images allow one to perform phase navigation and leads to markedly improved image quality. b: DWI at 3T: Top row: EPI DWI
demonstrates significant artifacts near air tissue interfaces. Typical signal pile up and loss as well as strong geometric distortions are
apparent. Middle row: PROPELLER DWI with identical acquisition matrix demonstrates very few artifacts and provides significantly
better image quality. In this implementation of PROPELLER, five gradient echoes were acquired between each refocusing RF pulse to
speed up the acquisition. The overall acquisition time was comparable to the EPI scan. Bottom row: PROPELLER DWI at twice the
acquisition matrix demonstrates high level of detail without significant distortions.
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FIG. 12. Top row: In vivo high-resolution (256 � 256) DTI results acquired with a VD spiral TRSE sequence. a–c: FA maps with axial,
sagittal, and coronal orientation. Bottom row (d–f): Color-coded FA map. Red represents the direction of anterior-posterior; green
represents left-right; and blue represents cephalo-caudal.

FIG. 13. Fiber tracking results from a software built in house. 3D renderings of different fiber tracts are superimposed on axial and sagittal
FA maps. Fiber orientation on FA maps is highlighted by color coding (left-right � red; anterior-posterior � green; cranio-caudal � blue).
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proximated. In addition to point-to-point tracking meth-
ods, probabilistic tracing methods were recently derived
(FIG. 13b).10,66–68

PERFUSION

Perfusion-weighted MRI (PWI) is an evolving MRI
technology for studying cerebral hemodynamics and
blood flow.69,70 Hemodynamic maps of cerebral blood
flow (CBF), cerebral blood volume (CBV), and mean
transit time (MTT) or time to bolus peak (TTP) can be
created. These maps are based on mathematical analysis
of the evolution of the intensity of the T2*-weighted
gradient or spin echo images after a gadolinium bolus
administration or by using “labeled” water protons as
endogenous, freely diffusible tracers. The advantages of
these PWI techniques are their high resolution and non-
invasive nature compared with PET- or CT-based meth-
ods. PWI can be combined with other MRI techniques
such as magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) to as-
sess vessel patency and DWI to assess ischemic injury.6

Measuring perfusion with MR: basic theory
Two techniques are currently available to measure ce-

rebral perfusion with MR: 1) dynamic susceptibility con-

trast based techniques (also called bolus-tracking tech-
niques) that use paramagnetic contrast agents; and 2)
arterial spin labeling techniques that use magnetically
labeled blood water as an endogenous tracer.

Dynamic susceptibility contrast-based techniques.
Unlike CT or PET tracers,71 MRI contrast agents and
their concentration in tissue/blood cannot be measured in
absolute concentrations but rather in relation to their
interaction with the hydrogen protons in their neighbor-
hood. In addition to changes in longitudinal and trans-
verse relaxation rates, paramagnetic contrast agents like
gadolinium or dysprosium chelates generate susceptibil-
ity changes in the local magnetic field when administered
to peripheral blood. These local susceptibility gradients
reduce the T2* relaxation time and cause a loss of signal
intensity when the contrast agent passes through the vas-
culature and capillaries. As the contrast disappears, the
susceptibility changes decrease, and both the magnetic
field inhomogeneity and the signal loss are reduced. Usu-
ally, heavily T2/T2*-weighted gradient echo or spin echo
techniques are used. Spin echo techniques are more sen-
sitive to microvascular perfusion but require more con-
trast agent to produce a similar signal to noise ratio in the
temporal intensity response curve. To capture the fast
bolus passage (usually on the order of a few seconds) and

FIG. 14. Dynamic susceptibility contrast imaging. a: Time course of the T2*-weighted MR images during contrast material bolus
passage. Due to the high concentration of contrast material the signal intensity decreases significantly during the peak of the bolus. b:
The corresponding concentration time course demonstrates highest signal intensities during the peak of the bolus passage.
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measure the susceptibility changes, rapid imaging meth-
ods like EPI are required (FIG. 14). The amount of signal
loss induced by the contrast agent changes exponentially
with increasing concentration of contrast and is propor-
tional to the CBV.72–75

For every pixel in the brain, a curve can be created that
depicts the changes in signal intensity over time as con-
trast enters and exits the brain. The formula depicting
these changes is:

�R2*
t � �
1/T2* � � ln
S
t/S0/TE

where S0 is the precontrast signal intensity, S(t) is the
contrast signal intensity at time t, and TE is the echo
time. Here, S0 is usually the mean of several baseline
images (10 or more) that are averaged after the signal has
reached its steady state (usually one to four images). To
minimize error propagation due to noise, a larger number
of baseline images (�20) is advisable to reduce noise in
the denominator in the equation above.
Given the proportionality of the signal change over

time with contrast concentration, a curve depicting the
contrast concentration over time can easily be con-
structed (FIG. 15). The area under this curve is propor-
tional to the CBV in healthy brain tissue where it is
assumed that the blood-brain barrier is unaffected and no
contrast extravasation occurs. This assumption also holds
true early after onset of cerebral ischemia where vaso-
genic edema due to blood-brain barrier disruption is de-
layed.76,77 In tumors or subacute stroke where extrava-
sation is likely, it has been suggested to “preload” the
patient with some gadolinium contrast to allow extrava-
sation, thereby minimizing the concentration gradient
when the true dynamic study is conducted.

Summary parameters. A simple approach to obtain-
ing information about the hemodynamic status is to an-
alyze the time intensity curve using time parameters
calculated directly from the profile of this curve. Com-
monly used parameters are: 1) TTP, 2) bolus arrival time,
3) maximum peak concentration, and 4) full width at half
maximum, etc. Sometimes, maps of 1) CBF, 2) CBV,
and 3) MTT are provided, by applying the central vol-
ume principle to these curves. The central volume prin-
ciple relates MTT (the normalized first moment of the
efflux concentration after injection of an indicator) as the
ratio of the CBV with the tissue blood flow.78 Because
CBV can be obtained by calculating the area under the
curve and the MTT is measurable from the curve as the
first moment of the concentration-time curve, CBF maps
can be obtained as well. However, the transit times that
are measured with MRI are unreliable because no real
efflux transit times are evaluated but rather the amounts
of contrast that remain within the tissue, i.e., a residue
distribution.79,80 No simple relationship exists between
the transit time distribution and the residue distribution
to measure flow without knowledge of the underlying
vascular structure. These simple methods also disregard
variations in injection conditions of the contrast bolus
(e.g., injection rate and duration) and patient physiology
(e.g., changes in cardiac output), making intersubject or
within subject comparisons difficult. Still, some authors
have found that these methods worked equally well than
the more complex methods described below.81

Deconvolution approaches. When an idealized bolus
of contrast (i.e., infinitely short and high) is injected into
a tissue with quantity q0, the concentration of contrast
within a region of interest at a time t and, hence, the

FIG. 15. a: Contrast agent concentration time course in the feeding artery (Ca; AIF: solid line) and corresponding tissue response signal
(Ct). b: Tissue residue function obtained by deconvolving Ct from Ca.
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obtained signal S(t) is proportional to: 1) the ratio of
blood flow within the tissue relative to the flow in the
artery that feeds the tissue; 2) the fraction of contrast
remaining within the tissue at times (t), known as the
residue function; and 3) the amount of contrast itself. The
residue function is by definition R(t) � 1 � h(t), where
h(t) is the fraction that has left the voxel of interest (VOI)
at time t and, therefore, R at time 0 equals 1. The function
h(t) is the impulse response function of the capillary
system or the probability density function for the contrast
agent transit times through the VOI (FIG. 16)
This formula implies that blood flow can be deter-

mined if the residue function is calculated from the ar-
terial input function into the VOI and the signal intensity
curve within the VOI. Here, the initial response of an
impulse bolus is proportional to blood flow because by
definition, R � 1 at t � 0.
Mathematically expressed, the contrast in the tissue of

interest (Cvoi) is proportional to blood flow (CBF), a
proportionality constant dependent on brain density and
hematocrit within plasma (�), and to the convolution of
the arterial input function (AIF) with the residue function
R. This is:

Cvoi � � · CBF · �AIF * R
t�

where the second function AIF is the arterial input func-
tion, which is the concentration of contrast agent in the
feeding vessel to the region of interest at time t and *
describes the convolution operation. A real bolus of con-
trast is of finite duration, therefore a correction is re-
quired as if multiple, idealized boluses are given to ob-
tain the residue curve. A correction for this
noninstantaneous bolus can be provided by performing a
deconvolution.
The deconvolution can be performed using several

mathematical techniques that are outside the scope of
this work. The most commonly used technique is the
model independent truncated singular vascular decom-

position method (TSVD) described by Ostergaard and
colleagues.82,83

The CBV can be measured by calculating the area
under the measured concentration curve and normalizing
it to the integrated arterial input curve, i.e., the arterial
blood volume. By applying the central volume principle,
the MTT can be measured as the ratio of CBV to CBF.
Compared with the aforementioned summary parameters
this provides a much “cleaner” estimation of the CBF
and MTT (FIG. 17). Several studies have compared CBF
values from PWI with PET or Xenon CT and found
strong correlations in normal, healthy volunteers.82,84–86

Several problems remain, however, regarding the use
of PWI to noninvasively quantify CBF and MTT in
pathological states. The problems relate to the difficulty
of measuring brain density and plasma hematocrit in
pathological states and obtaining a value for the relaxiv-
ity of gadolinium contrast agent across a range of blood
vessel sizes. Other pitfalls include the difficulty of mea-
suring the arterial input function close to the voxel of
interest, delay and dispersion of the contrast bolus.87

Arterial spin labeling. Cerebral perfusion measure-
ments can also be achieved using the arterial spin label-
ing (ASL) approach,88,89 which utilizes magnetically la-
beled arterial blood water as a diffusible tracer for CBF
measurements. A similar principle is used for H2

15O PET
scanning.71

With some exceptions, current methods and recent
developments are based on the original ASL method first

FIG. 16. Capillary model of transit times. Due to varying capil-
lary retention times, parts of the instantaneous bolus take longer
to travel through the capillary network than others. For such an
instantaneous bolus (i.e., infinite height, infinitesimal short) the
venous output reflects the distribution of transit times and is
equivalent to the impulse response function of the capillary sys-
tem. The transit time distribution allows the computation of the
mean transit time. The shape of a nonideal bolus affects the
venous output.

FIG. 17. Acute stroke patient. CBV, CBF, MTT and R(O) map of
the residue function at t � 0 computed with the TSVD decon-
volution approach. Clear perfusion deficits in the left middle
cerebral artery territory are apparent.
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proposed by Williams and Detre et al.88,90 These authors
employed a continuous adiabatic inversion technique to
invert the flowing spins in the carotid arteries (FIG. 18a).
The influx of fresh, labeled protons in the tissue of in-
terest slightly alters the magnetization and, depending on
the exchange with tissue protons, the T1 relaxation time
of the tissue. This method is sensitive to the local degree
of microperfusion.88 Hence, any change in regional
blood flow will be picked up by ASL via image contrast
changes (FIG. 19). The effect of spin labeling in blood
will decay with the relaxation time of T1. This signal
decay is generally considered to be sufficiently slow to
allow the labeled blood to travel from the labeling site to
the microvasculature and tissue of interest. The afore-
mentioned ASL approach is often referred to as contin-
uous ASL (CASL). This may generally suffer from in-

FIG. 18. A: Continuous arterial spin labeling of inflow in blood in
the labeling slice leads to a slightly altered T1 relaxation in the
measurement slice. Magnetization transfer can partially saturate
spins in the measurement slice and may falsify perfusion mea-
surements. A control experiment with labeling at the same dis-
tance distal to the measurement slice can counterbalance the
MT effect. Venous return can be an additional confounder. Small
local label coil are another alternative to restrict the MT

FIG. 19. T1 recovery is dependent on cerebral blood flow.
Subtracting the labeled from the control acquisition results in a
difference image which provides qualitative information about
cerebral perfusion.

effect and avoid venous return artifacts. Moreover, these coils
allow selective assessment of vascular territories. B: EPISTAR
and PICORE are typical representatives for pulsed ASL (PASL).
With EPISTAR after saturation of the imaging slice, a slab prox-
imal to the imaging slice is labeled using a single, short RF
inversion pulse. The blood in this slab is then allowed to flow into
the imaging slice, and an image is acquired after a time TI. A
control image is also acquired for which the label is applied distal
to the imaging slab (EPISTAR) or with no slab selective gradient
(PICORE). C: Two inversion recovery images are acquired. The
first follows a slice-selective inversion and thus has a signal
intensity determined by an apparent, inflow-modulated T1 time;
the second follows a global inversion and so (assuming blood
and tissue relax at the same rate) has no flow enhancement (i.e.,
the image signal intensity is determined by intrinsic tissue T1).
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sufficient spin inversion and magnetization transfer (MT)
effects that are induced by the adiabatic pulse with a slice
selection gradient. MT occurs between water protons and
protons bound to macromolecules via chemical exchange
and dipolar coupling. Because the bound protons exhibit
a much broader line shape they become unintentionally
saturated by the inversion (labeling) pulse that errone-
ously results in a pseudo-perfusion effect in the measure-
ment slice. The MT effect can be counterbalanced by a
simple control labeling experiment where the labeling is
done at the same distance from the measurement slice at
a distal location. Because the MT effect depends on the
slice position, more sophisticated control experiments
are required in a multislice ASL measurement, such as
the use of a separate labeling coil with limited B1 pen-
etration or a sinusoidal modulation of the radio fre-
quency (RF) wave form.91

The introduction of pulsed ASL (PASL) methods has
undoubtedly contributed to the widespread use and in-
terest in ASL mainly due to practical considerations. The
EPISTAR sequence was the first PASL method and was
proposed by Edelman et al.92 Before or after an inversion
pulse in a proximal, widened slab an additional satura-
tion of static spins in the volume of interest is performed
to eliminate possible contamination of the inversion slab
(FIG. 18b). Similar to the original CASL sequence, a
second experiment with distal inversion is needed to
control for MT effects. Based on the EPISTAR se-
quence, several variations and improvements have been
proposed. Most of them focus on a better control of MT
effects in a multislice experiment, such as the transfer
insensitive labeling technique (TILT),93,94 the proximal
inversion with control for off-resonance effects (PI-
CORE) sequence95 or the double inversion with proxi-
mal labeling of both tagged and control images (DI-
PLOMA) sequence.96

A second class of PASL methods relies on symmetric
labeling with respect to the imaging volume. In the sim-
plest case, this is achieved with an inversion recovery
sequence that is performed twice (with and without slice
selective inversion). This is known as flow-sensitive al-
ternating inversion recovery (FAIR)97 (FIG. 18c). In the
case of slice-selective inversion, all the spins in the ves-
sels outside of the imaging volume are labeled in the
sense that their magnetization differs from the magneti-
zation of blood in the imaging volume. The difference
resulting from these two acquisitions yields a perfusion-
weighted image. MT is usually a minor problem in PASL
compared with CASL methods due to the reduced RF
power needed and the fact that the MT effect is coun-
terbalanced over the center slice. There are several fur-
ther developments with acronyms indicating that they are
based on the FAIR sequence. The UNFAIR98 and FAIR-
ER99 sequences are performed with additional RF pulses
to null static signal in the volume of interest, whereas the

FAIREST100 sequence separately determines T1. If the
T1 relaxation time at both labeling conditions is known,
ASL techniques are capable of quantifying CBF (FIG.
20). Quantitative ASL models are based on the extended
Bloch equation for the longitudinal magnetization. The
extended Bloch equation includes additional exchange
terms for influx and efflux magnetization. This implies
that labeled blood and tissue magnetization can be con-
sidered as a single well-mixed compartment and that
mixing occurs instantaneously when the arterial blood
enters the voxel or volume of interest. In addition to
restricted magnetization exchange between the intravas-
cular and extravascular compartment, quantitative errors
may also result from the labeled blood itself. Insufficient
labeling or inversion as well as variations in the transit
time may contribute to such errors. This poses a serious
problem in patients who have stenotic vessels or in deep
white matter in which the mean blood transit time is
relatively long. Additionally, a problem arises from the
remaining labeled signal in the vasculature that is often
reflected by high perfusion values after image subtrac-
tion. This is particularly a problem for single-shot read-
outs with low spatial resolution. Generally, ASL can be
combined with all imaging readout principles. However,
in many cases one resorts to fast spiral or EPI readouts,
especially for fMRI101,102 or when quantitative perfusion
maps are warranted. Alternatively, fast spin echo se-
quences and interleaved spirals can be used for moder-
ately fast scanning with much better image quality. ASL
is well known as a low signal method. The perfusion-
induced change of tissue magnetization is usually on the
order of a few percent of the steady state magnetization.
An advantage is expected from higher field strength
where the benefit for ASL methods is twofold: first, the
higher baseline SNR; and second, the longer T1 relax-
ation time of blood. Here, a longer T1 time implies that
a tagging pulse persists longer and, therefore, is of ad-
vantage for ASL.
Considering all current capabilities and restrictions,

ASL can provide reliable perfusion maps of a large por-
tion of the brain. However, current ASL methods are
often complex and still susceptible to motion and other
problems. This is probably also the reason why ASL still
has not replaced nuclear medicine methods although the
latter are usually more invasive and do not provide a
better resolution. Nevertheless, ASL has been success-
fully applied to investigate perfusion abnormalities in
patients with stroke and other vascular diseases.103 How-
ever, this is to a much lesser extent than perfusion studies
based on dynamic susceptibility contrast. ASL has been
also applied in fMRI studies. fMRI is an MRI technique
that allows a direct mapping of functionally active areas
(see Functional MRI). Functional activation can be ob-
served by an increase in regional blood flow. ASL has
proven extremely valuable for fMRI because it does not
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require the administration of contrast material and can be
repeated multiple times.

DWI and PWI and the Delineation of the Ischemic
Penumbra in Ischemic Stroke: The Mismatch
Hypothesis
A variety of MRI signal profiles can be seen in acute

stroke patients. The most common MRI profile in pa-

tients with acute stroke is a PWI lesion that is larger than
the DWI lesion (FIG. 21).6 Some patients have an iso-
lated PWI lesion without any DWI abnormality. Approx-
imately 70% of patients imaged within the first 6 h after
stroke onset will demonstrate this PWI/DWI mis-
match.104–107 The next most common MRI pattern en-
countered in acute stroke patients is an early DWI lesion
that is larger than the PWI lesion (or no PWI lesion is

FIG. 20. FAIR ASL experiment with variable inversion times. a: Resulting IR-FSE images obtained with different inversion times. b:
Course of signal intensities depending on TI. Spins from the selectively inverted experiment experience a slightly faster T1 recovery due
to the inflow of unsaturated blood. The IR curves allow the calculation of T1 maps from which, together with knowledge of the brain
partition coefficient, a quantitative perfusion map can be computed.
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present). These patients are thought to have experienced
partial or complete spontaneous recanalization. Rarely,
no DWI or PWI lesion is seen on early imaging. This is
usually seen in patients in whom spontaneous resolution
of the neurologic deficit has occurred or in whom very
small infarcts with limited clinical deficits are present.
Several arguments suggest that the mismatch between
the PWI and DWI lesion may be an estimate of the
ischemic penumbra. Baseline DWI lesions may represent
the ischemic core and the mismatch between the lesion
identified on PWI and DWI may represent an area with
critical hypoperfusion, the ischemic penumbra. Several
arguments support this mismatch hypothesis:

Hypoperfusion lesion volumes correlate with clini-
cal impairment scores better than acute DWI lesions.
A high correlation has been found between the lesion vol-
ume identified on acute PWI with acute neurologic impair-
ment scales in patients whose PWI lesion was larger than
the DWI lesion volume. The correlation with DWI in this
early time period was lower. This suggests that the PWI
lesion represents functionally impaired tissue.108–110

The evolution of DWI lesions is dependent on the
presence of hypoperfusion. In untreated stroke patients,
DWI lesions typically enlarge during the first week after
symptom onset.104–106,111–113 Perfusion lesions typically
decrease in volume over time.105 In a randomized, pla-
cebo-controlled trial of the putative neuroprotective
agent citicoline, MRI showed that untreated patients
studied within 24 h after symptom onset had follow-up

lesion volume 180% the size of the baseline lesion vol-
ume, although there was substantial variability.114 Fac-
tors that were independently associated with greater le-
sion growth were the presence of a large hypoperfusion
lesion on PWI, vascular occlusion on MRA, and larger
size of the baseline diffusion lesion. Patients studied
within 12 h also had more substantial lesion growth.
These findings confirm previous observations using DWI
and PWI in acute stroke patients.105,112,113,115 For exam-
ple, a serial study in 49 stroke patients performed imag-
ing during the first day after symptom onset, at day 2 and
at 1 week. Eighty percent of the patients had a PWI/DWI
mismatch at baseline. The mismatch volumes correlated
significantly with DWI lesion growth between day 1 and
day 2, and day 1 and 1 week113

The PWI/DWI mismatch is time dependent. Darby
et al.116 found a PWI/DWI mismatch in 75% of stroke
patients scanned within 6 h of symptom onset, 70% at
12 h, and 44% at 18 h after symptom onset.

Patients with a PWI/DWI mismatch who experi-
ence reperfusion have less lesion growth and better
functional outcome compared to patients without
reperfusion. Chalela et al.117 serially studied 42 patients
with MRI before and 2–3 h after treatment with intrave-
nous (IV) thrombolysis with recombinant tissue
plamsminogen activator (tPA). The most powerful pre-
dictor for excellent functional outcome was the reduc-
tion of the volume of hypoperfusion by more than 30%
between baseline and follow-up. In a pilot trial, Par-

FIG. 21. Acute stroke patient with successful recanalization after IV tPA treatment. a: DWI within 6 h after stroke onset demonstrates
a small lesion in the left middle cerebral artery territory. b: The area of perfusion deficit is apparent from the TMAX image (overlay on
T2*-weighted baseline scan) and confirmed by complete occlusion of the MCA in the time of flight MRA (c). d–f: Follow-up scans 6 h
later demonstrate successful reperfusion (d and f) and minimal lesion growth (d).
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sons et al.118 serially studied 19 patients within the
0–6 h before IV tPA and at subacute and chronic time
points. Patients who were treated with IV thromboly-
sis had more frequent reperfusion and recanalization
and had improved clinical outcomes than a historical
control group.118

Reversal of DWI lesions is infrequently found. Se-
rial studies show that most DWI lesions develop into
infarcts as defined by imaging or pathologic examina-
tion.104,119 However, there are also several limitations
impacting on the mismatch hypothesis:

Areas within the PWI/DWI mismatch are not al-
ways at risk of infarction. In patients with a mismatch
the DWI lesion typically grows over the first days after
symptom onset to achieve a size that includes a large part
of the initial perfusion deficits.107,112 Typically the initial
early PWI lesion overestimates the final infarct volume
and the DWI lesion does not grow to the full size of the
initial perfusion lesion.81,108,120 The presence of tissue
with minimal hypoperfusion or oligemia has been in-
voked to explain this phenomenon. Large hypoperfu-
sion lesions can be found in patients without clinical
deficit or in patients who do not develop infarctions.
Typically, this occurs in patients with chronic large
vessel occlusion where collaterals provide beneficial,
but delayed perfusion that is difficult to detect with
PWI.121

Some DWI and ADC lesions are reversible. Animal
ischemia experiments have demonstrated that the lesion
identified on DWI is larger than the area where ATP
depletion has occurred, indicating that only part of the
DWI lesion represents the ischemic core.122,123 Studies
using apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) mapping to
provide a quantitative estimate of the degree of cytotoxic
edema show that lesions with mild ADC can normalize,
whereas lesions with more severe ADC reduction evolve
into infarctions.124,125 Interestingly, ADC lesions can
disappear entirely after early successful reperfusion, but
reappear later.126,127 This delayed re-emergence of ADC
lesions together with T2 and DWI hyperintensities oc-
curs following prolonged hypoperfusion and is associ-
ated with the presence of tissue necrosis on pathologic
examination. This resolution and re-emergence of DWI
lesions is not associated with neurologic improvement
followed by worsening.128

Permanent reversal of early DWI lesions has also been
demonstrated in humans following early reperfusion
confirming that early DWI lesions do not represent the
ischemic core in stroke patients.129–133 Kidwell et al.134

showed the rapid resolution of diffusion lesions among
patients with TIAs. The same group demonstrated that
after recanalization with intra-arterial (IA) tPA therapy
or combined IV/IA tPA treatment, some DWI lesion
volumes regressed from baseline to follow-up.128 In 50%
of these patients, this reversal of DWI lesions was tem-

porary with the development of recurrent lesions within
1 week. This fluctuation of diffusion lesions appears very
similar to the animal observations discussed above.
Again, this pattern appears not to be associated with
early clinical improvement and subsequent neurologic
deterioration.135,136

Accurate determination of the core might be achieved
by a quantitative analysis of the ADC map, together with
parameters derived from PWI. Preliminary multipara-
metric analyses suggest that very low ADC values
represent irreversibly damaged tissue and are also at
higher risk of hemorrhagic transformation.135,137 Sim-
ilarly, a quantitative analysis of the PWI lesion might
be able to distinguish oligemia from critical hypoper-
fusion with PWI.

FUNCTIONAL MRI

One of the most exciting modern developments in
MRI has been the noninvasive visualization of human
brain function. Previously, the exclusive domain of the
technology of positron emission tomography (PET), an
important subset of MRI is now capable of mapping
functional regions of the human cortex in real time dur-
ing specific task activation. fMRI is now in use for the
localization of visual, motor, and somatosensory re-
sponses in surgery of tumors,138 localization of “hand-
edness,” and elucidation of brain function and metabo-
lism altered by pathologies such as stroke, multiple
sclerosis,8 and Alzheimer’s disease.139 Given the large
number of clinical MRI scanners operating worldwide,
aside from fundamental new understanding in neuro-
science, fMRI is used in clinical assessment of brain
function.
fMRI is achieved using inherent magnetic susceptibil-

ity image contrast characteristics of the iron in blood
hemoglobin. Blood is therefore used as a local endoge-
nous indicator of functional activation. This is because
blood in its oxygenated state, i.e., oxyhemoglobin
(HbO2), is diamagnetic and causes small magnetic sus-
ceptibility changes without changing tissue T2*, whereas
deoxyhemoglobin (Hb) has paramagnetic properties (due
to four unpaired electrons) and perturbs the local mag-
netic field leading to an observable T2* shortening. This
contrast mechanism is referred to as blood oxygenation
level-dependent (BOLD) contrast.53

Localized brain activity is associated with variations
in regional tissue oxygenation (due to changes in oxygen
uptake and altered blood supply) can thereby be mapped
by T2*-weighted MRI. fMRI has the exciting potential
for high-speed, noninvasive, and high-resolution exams
that can track functional changes as they occur in near
real-time. Biofeedback can be used by the subject to alter
perception (e.g., pain), or effect other behavioral
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changes. This capability has already become a reality for
many of the rapidly developing fMRI research centers
worldwide. These centers have typically involved a num-
ber of collaborating groups from radiology, neurology,
neurosurgery, psychiatry, psychology, and physics de-
partments. After circumventing initial problems, it is
anticipated that fMRI will continue to evolve over the
next several years and will spread far beyond the bound-
aries from which it arose.

Background on fMRI
A significant fraction of the CBV can be found in the

capillaries and venules of the brain and is therefore avail-
able for imaging brain activation. A stimulus (e.g., vi-
sual, vibration, motor activity) causes neuronal activity
that increases CBF, CBV, and hence oxygen delivery.
CBF rises more than CBV. HbO2 quickly exceeds local
metabolic needs due to the stimulus and causes a surplus
of fully oxygenated blood in the activated voxel. Due to
the surplus, the capillary and venous beds fill with a
larger ratio of HbO2 to Hb compared to the brain at rest.
This slightly increases the local T2* relaxation times
and, hence, increases the image intensity by a few per-
cent (FIG. 22). Hence, magnetic susceptibility-induced
T2* signal modulation reflects the local oxyenation state
of the venous system. In addition, perfusion and diffu-
sion of spins in the capillary bed through changing mag-
netic susceptibility has a direct impact on the observed
T2 relaxation times, although the resulting signal
changes are smaller than those from the susceptibility
effect (especially at 1.5T or lower field strengths).
The actual CBV is quite small (a few percent of the

total volume); however, the T2* effects extend beyond
the vascular bed.
A local B0 gradient can exist across the vascular tree

from a diamagnetic HbO2-rich environment (with a
longer relative T2*) to a more “paramagnetic” Hb envi-
ronment with a shorter T2*. The arterial blood consists
mostly of HbO2; however, as it passes through the cap-
illary bed, the local concentration of deoxyhemoglobin
increases and often predominates. The net observable
fMRI contrast depends on the balance of Hb to HbO2 and
is therefore a function of arterial autoregulation or vaso-
dilation. By either increased regional influx of HbO2 or
reduced oxygen extraction, an increase in regional T2*
and image intensity can be observed. This also induces a
decrease of Hb, i.e., an increase in venous blood oxy-
genation and a longer effective T2*. Thus, the image
intensity for a given voxel in the brain can significantly
increase if more oxygenated blood enters this region and
fills the venous bed. This model is based on the assump-
tion that functional activation causes local vasodilation,
which is not accompanied by a significant increase in
oxidative metabolism.
It had been noted as early as 1982 that MRI could

noninvasively detect differences in blood oxygenation by
virtue of the paramagnetic properties of Hb.140 Turner et
al.141 showed in 1991 that T2*-sensitive MRI could im-
age those changes noninvasively. Today, this idea has
developed into a major advance for MRI and functional
neuroimaging.53,142 In essence, MRI can detect hemody-
namic responses to nearly any perturbation to the brain,
such as hypoxia, hypercarbia, apnea, and most impor-
tantly, task activation.143–145

FIG. 22. a: Hemoglobin as an MRI contrast agent. Regional blood oxygenation or deoxygenation in the brain can result from changes
in local or global metabolic-related oxygen uptake, and changes in blood flow. This is manifested as an increase or decrease in signal
intensity in T2*-weighted images. As the oxygenation state of hemoglobin changes to deoxyhemoglobin, the iron becomes paramag-
netic and thus alters the local T2* by disturbing the local B0. This in essence causes decreases in T2*. b: As more oxygenated arterial
blood is delivered to the voxel the T2* is then increased, causing an increase in signal. c: The T2* is higher in the activated state. The
echo time with the optimal fMRI contrast is about equal to T2*.
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Figure 23 demonstrates the general principle of fMRI
contrast formation and postprocessing. The BOLD signal
changes are small, typically only a few percent for acti-
vation in sensory regions, and even smaller for cognitive
tasks. Therefore, it is customary to employ statistical
processing methods to develop maps of activation from

the time series of images generated during the scan. In
such methods, either linear modeling or correlation al-
gorithms are used to develop statistical parametric maps
of the probability that voxel activity is related to the task.
Many forms of such algorithms have evolved in attempts
to eliminate both false positives (type I errors) and false
negatives (type II errors). A number of free packages
(e.g., SPM and AFNI) as well as commercial programs
(e.g., BrainVoyager) are now available. Significantly,
many MRI scanner vendors have recently introduced
post-processing software, which should increase the
availability and convenience of fMRI for clinical appli-
cations.
Figure 24 shows results from a typical finger apposi-

tion experiment, whereas Figure 25 demonstrates stimu-
lation of the visual areas. Both experiments clearly dem-
onstrate the superiority of increasing field strength (3T
relative to 1.5T) for fMRI.
Although fMRI does not measure tissue perfusion di-

rectly, it can potentially contribute significantly to our
understanding of organ metabolism by the quantification
of oxygen utilization, as well as through tissue response
to various therapeutic interventions. Because more than
70% of the brain’s blood lies within the capillaries and
venules, the measurement of magnetic susceptibility T2*
signal loss predominantly reflects the regional deoxygen-
ation state of the venous system. Under physiological
conditions where diffusion does not limit the delivery of
oxygen to the tissue, measurement of venous oxygen-
ation will be critically linked to tissue oxygenation. The
coupling of oxygenation-sensitive pulse sequences with
high-speed imaging may ultimately become a powerful
tool for assessing tissue oxygenation.

FIG. 23. fMRI processing. a: A usual fMRI experiment is con-
ducted by alternating between two states (A and B), e.g., stim-
ulation ON/OFF. b: The tissue response follows the stimulation
pattern determined by the hemodynamic response function. c: A
combination of the images from states A and B leads to an
image (d) that demonstrates contrast in areas where functional
activation occurred. For better localization the activation results
are overlaid in color onto a morphologic reference image.

FIG. 24. fMRI experiment with finger apposition (both hands). The increased sensitivity to functional activation at 3T (b) relative to 1.5T
(a) is apparent.
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A survey of task activation studies
Functional MRI is promising with respect to the char-

acterization of distinctly human functions as vision, hear-
ing, language and memory. To understand brain func-
tion, the location of these processing sites must be
identified, images of task performance within these sites
acquired, and the organization of distributed processing
determined. The observed physiological changes can be
used to determine the functional loci of component men-
tal operations.
Susceptibility contrast MRI techniques and a visual

stimulus paradigm were first employed by Kwong et
al.142 to produce these task activation maps. These maps
were coregistered to high-resolution, T1-weighted, 3-D
images of the underlying anatomy. This allowed inves-
tigators to accurately determine gray and white matter
boundaries, as well as to delineate activated versus non-
activated borders. Functional and anatomical data sets
were then translated into proportionately measured ste-
reotactic coordinates relating to the line between the
anterior and posterior commissures. This allowed the
MRI maps to be directly correlated with reported, stan-
dardized PET maps of the same region.142 During photic
stimulation of the volunteers (n � 7), each subject
showed a significant increase in signal intensity within
the anatomically defined V1 region, showing an average
increase of 0.8% to 1.8%. This demonstrated the tempo-
ral response of V1 signal intensity with both techniques.
The results showed that hemodynamic alterations ac-
companying neuronal activation lead to subtle, but

readily detectable, changes on T2*-weighted echo planar
images.
Bandettini et al.144 have described the dynamic char-

acteristics of functional imaging using the effective time
resolution of SE EPI. The rise time of the signal, which
corresponds roughly to the increase in CBF in response
to cortical activity, was on the order of a few seconds.
Interestingly, a finger tapping task lasting only 0.5 s can
produce a short-lived rise in signal with a delay of some
5 s, so that the signal rises after the task is completed.
The author later demonstrated postprocessing by cross-
correlation with reference vectors to create high-quality
brain activation images and to extract spatially distrib-
uted phase differences in activation.
Various investigators have shown localized brain ac-

tivity in response to a variety of tasks, such as silent word
generation, visual mental imagery, and hand movements.
Upon visual stimulation, reports observe a task-related
signal change in the lateral geniculate nucleus. Others
have described studies of visual and motor imagery in
which subjects were asked to visualize the flashing red
light of photic stimulator goggles, or to mentally rehearse
a hand movement. In each case, areas of the brain close
to or overlapping the primary region for that modality
showed an increase in signal during the task.
Passive listening to speech sounds has been observed

to induce more intense and widespread activation-in-
duced signal change than white noise. Other studies dem-
onstrating cerebral dominance and handedness, observed
signal intensity changes in the left and right frontal lobes

FIG. 25. fMRI experiment with finger apposition (both hands) (a and b) and visual stimulation (c and d). The increased sensitivity to
functional activation at 3T (b and d) relative to 1.5T (a and c) is apparent.
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in response to word generation tasks, lateralized activa-
tion in Broca’s area during internal speech, and activa-
tion in the parieto-occipital sulcus upon imagination of
scenery. Activation is also seen with short-term memory
recollection and in short-term sensitization.
Aside from capitalizing on the T2* changes during

brain activation in fMRI, investigators have recently
demonstrated that associated susceptibility changes and,
hence, altered local off-resonance effects can also be
detected from significant phase changes in balanced in
steady-state free precession imaging.146 Several groups
have now suggested that ADC also changes during brain
activation.147

Overall, it seems clear that the characterization of dis-
tinctly human functions, such as language and memory,
as well as methods for assessing pathophysiology of the
CNS, must be conducted by noninvasive, functional
means. By application of fMRI, we are now able to
obtain MRI maps of normal and pathologic mental op-
erations. Whereas functional maps have previously been
produced by radionuclide techniques (primarily PET),
fMRI contributes a high-resolution in vivo, safe method.
In conjunction with other functional measures, particu-
larly PET, electroencephalography and magnetoencepha-
lography, one is able to map the unique structure-func-
tion correlates involved in cognitive processing and is
poised to make great contributions to our theoretical and
philosophical formulations of mental activities. Potential
clinical applications of fMRI include: 1) mapping of
distortions of the functional motor and somatosensory
cortex and other cortical regions as a result of brain
tumors;138 2) observing the effect of degenerative dis-
eases such as MS,8 Alzheimer’s disease,139 stroke and
others causing neuronal loss; 3) Parkinsonism; and 4) the
critical area of rapidly and noninvasively mapping nor-
mal and pathologic brain reactivity to any number of
mild, reversible stresses.

HIGH-FIELD MRI

The current trend toward higher magnetic fields (3T
and higher) is mainly driven by the expected gain in the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that roughly correlates with
the field strength. The higher SNR may be used to: 1)
obtain higher spatial resolution; 2) better contrast; and 3)
to reduce MRI scanning time. Thus, systems operating at
3T and higher have become an important adjunct in
neuroimaging. The potential improvement in spatial res-
olution at 3T and higher offers the opportunity to better
visualize structural changes and to characterize signal
properties of individual lesions. Thus, high-resolution
imaging may potentially provide better insight into the
complex pathophysiology of certain diseases and support
an improved evaluation of patients. To that end, it can be
anticipated that an increased number of smaller lesions

will be detected that will otherwise be obscured by dif-
fuse signal abnormalities. Furthermore, partial volume
effects (e.g., between cortex and CSF) can be reduced,
which improves the conspicuity of lesions as well as the
accuracy of other techniques, such as fMRI. Conversely,
the stronger signal at 3T may be used to reduce scanning
duration. Often a scan time reduction translates directly
into higher image quality and is especially helpful when
scanning uncooperative patients. In a clinical environ-
ment, this eventually leads to a higher patient through-
put.
In addition to the promising advantage of greater SNR,

higher fields also give rise to several challenges, which
will be discussed in detail in the next paragraph. Most of
these high-field effects depend on the application and
may turn out to be advantages or disadvantages. For
example, the stronger sensitivity to local susceptibilities
in the tissue results in the well-known high sensitivity of
fMRI at high field strength, making it one major reason
to migrate to higher field strength. At the same time,
however, susceptibility-related inhomogeneities at air-
tissue interfaces may cause severe degradation of the
image quality in areas, such as the frontal or temporal
lobe of the brain, and have to be addressed to compete
with lower field image quality.

Contrast (T1, T2, T2*-relaxation times)
Compared with 1.5 Tesla, the T1 relaxation times for

semi-solid tissues are significantly (�30%) longer at
3T.148–151 For example, T1 relaxation times in gray mat-

FIG. 26. MR-ToF maximum intensity projection (MIP) recon-
struction demonstrating the strong benefit at 3T from increased
T1 relaxation times. Even finest vessel structures appear that are
not observed at 1.5T. The strong signal at 3T has been traded in
high spatial resolution (0.2 � 0.2 � 0.6 mm3, 3T MAGNETOM
Trio). Image courtesy of Dr. D. Parker, Advanced Research (Salt
Lake City, UT).
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ter in the human brain are roughly 900 ms at 1.5T and
1300 ms at 3T. For numerous imaging applications, the
longer T1 necessitates protocol parameter changes, often
resulting in longer total scan time, thereby reducing the
potential gain in throughput. However, many MRI ap-
plications also benefit from the longer T1, such as MR
angiography [e.g., time of flight (TOF)] techniques with
and without contrast agents) and ASL techniques. The
longer T1 leads to an improved suppression of back-
ground signals and provides a stronger signal enhance-
ment from unsaturated spins moving into the imaging
slice (FIG. 26).
In contrast to the longer T1 at higher fields, T2 stays

roughly constant when comparing 1.5T and 3.0T. Con-
versely, T2* is reduced at higher fields, which has par-
ticular impact on the choice of sequence parameters to
reduce image artifacts and degradation of the point-
spread function as a result of significant signal decay
during the readout duration.

Stronger susceptibility effects
Local susceptibility gradients in the imaging volume

cause phase dispersion of the spins and subsequently
degradation of the received MRI signal. The respective
phase-effects correlate with the magnetic field. Func-
tional imaging by means of the BOLD contrast53 benefits
from this stronger susceptibility effect as it provides
improved contrast between functional states that can be
characterized by differences in the local concentration of
deoxyhemoglobin in the blood (FIGS. 24–25).
The same underlying mechanism, however, leads to

unwanted degradation of the image quality in many ap-
plications. In particular, air-tissue interfaces often cause
severe susceptibility artifacts resulting in stronger signal
pile-up distortion or even a complete signal drop-out. In
the brain, this is particularly present in the frontal lobe,
posterior fossa, and auditory cortex. Susceptibility arti-

facts increase with the readout duration and voxel size
(intra-voxel dephasing). Consequently, higher spatial
resolution and methods that reduce the readout duration,
such as multishot techniques, parallel imaging, and
stronger gradients hardware systems can address this
high-field challenge (FIG. 27).

Improved spectral resolution
The chemical shift 	B0 in Hertz between different

metabolites and the water-fat shift increases proportion-
ally with the magnetic field. This, however, is impaired
by the stronger sensitivity to susceptibility effects at
higher fields, which leads to increased spectral line-width
in MRS. Therefore, an excellent magnet homogeneity
and improved shimming is mandatory for high-quality
body imaging and spectroscopy at 3T (FIG. 28).
The improved spectral resolution at high fields also

works in one’s favor when doing spectral fat saturation.
But again, the sensitivity to susceptibility effects at high-
field works against this improvement. Therefore, it is not
only for MRS but also for excellent fat saturation of great
importance to have a good shimming system (FIG. 28).
Moreover, fat suppression at high field sometimes does
not work quite as efficiently due to B1 inhomogeneities.
The desired chemical selective RF does not play out the
desired flip angle and leaves behind a significant amount
of unsaturated lipids that can spoil the image quality. To
some extent, the sensitivity of chemical saturation pulses
can be improved by using adiabatic RF pulses or by
water-only excitation with spectral-spatial RF pulses.152

Increased physiological noise
The noise in MRI at clinical field strengths is typically

dominated by the thermal noise. When scanning a sub-

FIG. 27. Diffusion-weighted images (b �1000 s/mm2) without
acceleration (left) and with a parallel imaging acceleration factor
2 (right). Frontal and temporal brain tissue exhibit significantly
reduced distortions and signal loss with the use of parallel im-
aging (single shot EPI, matrix � 128 � 128, FOV � 220 mm, TE �
80 ms, 3T MAGNETOM Trio). Images courtesy of Prof. J. Frahm
(MPI, Göttingen, Germany). FIG. 28. T1-weighted FLASH 2D image of the abdomen with fat

saturation. (TR � 132 ms, TE � 2.8 ms, matrix � 154 � 256,
FoV � 300 � 400 mm2, acquisition time � 20 s, 3T MAGNETOM
Trio). Images courtesy of Silke Bosk (Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany).
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ject, however, the so-called physiological noise increases
the measurable image noise.153 In particular in BOLD,
imaging strong physiological noise arises from respira-
tion and cardiac cycles and changes in brain activity
(blood flow, blood volume, and metabolism). In contrast
to thermal noise, the physiological noise correlates with
signal intensity and magnetic field strength. For fMRI at
3T, the physiological noise can easily dominate the total
image noise, thereby reducing the expected gain in SNR
with higher magnetic fields. Fortunately, a careful choice
of sequence parameters can address this issue. For ex-
ample, imaging at higher spatial resolution reduces the
signal strength and minimizes the respective physiolog-
ical noise components (FIG. 29).

Increased RF power deposition
The RF power needed to generate a certain B1 ampli-

tude increases quadratically with the field strength. To
keep tissue heating within safe levels, RF power is mon-
itored carefully during the scanning procedure. The spe-
cific absorption rate (SAR, the energy deposited in the
body per unit of mass) describes the distribution and
amount of absorbed RF power per kilogram sample
weight and is limited to 3.2 W/kg and 4 W/kg over a
6-min averaging period for head and body applications,
respectively.154 Many RF-intense applications at 3T,
such as sequences consisting of a frequent repetition of
180° pulses (e.g., turbo spin echo sequences) may exceed
the SAR limits. With current technology, however, the
SAR limitation can be addressed by various techniques.

When SNR is not the limiting factor, parallel imaging
can be used in many applications to reduce the RF power
by a factor of two or more. Specific RF pulse designs
may also help to overcome this problem. Specifically, the
hyperecho155 and variable flip angle techniques156 allow
for significant SAR reduction without compromising im-
aging time and quality (FIG. 30).

Reduced B1 uniformity
At high magnetic fields, the RF wavelength is reduced

and, within tissue, becomes close to the physical dimen-
sions of the human body. This causes a reduced B1
uniformity, i.e., a spatial distribution of flip angles at 3T.
In more detail, both sample properties (dielectric con-
stant and electric conductivity) and dimensions deter-
mine local B1 focusing (signal pile) or B1 shielding
(signal loss) effects that might appear as brightness or
contrast variations. Furthermore, the signal reception
may be affected by an enhanced distribution of the spa-
tial sensitivity leading to additional brightness variations.
Therefore, the received MRI signal at high fields exhibits
a stronger dependency on the spatial sensitivity and flip
angle distribution than similar scans at 1.5T. Recently, it
has been shown that the contrast between gray and white
matter increases with rising magnetic field strength and

FIG. 29. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) in fMRI time series (tSNR)
as a function of image SNR (SNR0) for different spatial resolu-
tions: this figure shows that the time series SNR at high-field
strength is only exploited when going to smaller voxels. Changes
in SNR were produced by varying the voxel volume. Labels
indicate the in-plane resolution in mm2 at 3-mm slice thickness.
Measurements were derived from areas of cortical gray matter
and are averages over five subjects at each field strength. The
solid line represents the line of identity (tSNR � SNR0). Data
courtesy of C. Trianatfyllou (Martinos Center for Biomedical Im-
aging, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA).

FIG. 30. 3D T2-weighted images acquired with the variable flip
echo technique that allows an approximate SAR reduction of
25% (3D turbo spin echo sequence, matrix � 222 � 256, FOV �
201 � 230 mm, TE � 366 ms, acquisition time � 6:45 min, 3T
MAGNETOM Trio). Images courtesy of Wilhelm Horger (Sie-
mens, Erlangen, Germany).
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that for particular pulse sequences, such as spoiled gra-
dient echo sequences in combination with transmit/re-
ceive coils and larger flip angles, the B1 heterogeneity is
negligible.157

Overall, the spatial variation in signal intensity is
rather complex nature and difficult to control. However,
certain techniques have been proposed to reduce B1 non-
uniformity, such as the use of optimized sequences, di-
electric pillows,158 and parallel transmit techniques.159

Acoustic noise
Acoustic noise also represents a topic to be considered

when moving to higher magnetic fields. The acoustic
noise is closely related to the force on the gradient coil
that arises when field gradients are switched for signal
encoding. This force increases with the magnetic field.
This can be a serious inconvenience for the patient and a
problem for certain applications (e.g., pediatric imaging)
at high magnetic fields.
For patient safety, acoustic noise produced by the MRI

scanner is limited to less than 100 dB,154 which is usually
satisfied with ear protection. Respecting these safety con-
cerns has typically been achieved by insulating materials.
In addition, future hardware modifications and applica-
tions, such as parallel imaging, are capable and already
greatly reduce this issue. To some extent, gradient wave-
forms can be designed in a way that reduces the dB/dt of
both the attack and decay ramps and, hence, minimizing
the acoustic burden.

Summary
Over the past few years, MRI at 3T has clearly evolved

into a clinical tool. Initially, image quality in various
applications had been compromised by many challenges,
such as SAR, susceptibility artifacts, and B1 nonunifor-
mity. It is fascinating, however, to see that these chal-
lenges were similar to the challenges faced at 1.5T field
strength at the end of the 1980s. A strong focus on new
developments and optimization of high field applications
from vendors and researchers has addressed many of
these challenges. A particularly important tool in this
scenario is parallel imaging, as it allows one to address
image artifacts from susceptibility effects, reduce acous-
tic noise of the scanner, and greatly reduce SAR. Other
techniques, such as specially designed RF-pulses, hy-
perecho and variable flip angle (VFL) techniques are also
a vital complement to reduce the SAR even further. As of
today, head and musculoskeletal applications at 3T
clearly demonstrate the gain in spatial or temporal reso-
lution from higher fields. However, some body and car-
diac applications are still challenged by the aforemen-
tioned problems found at higher magnetic field strengths.
Although feasible, their robustness in particular against
B1 uniformity and susceptibility effects needs improve-

ment. Further technical developments, such as parallel
imaging and parallel transmit technique, represent prom-
ising approaches. Today, more than two-thirds of the
field strength chosen world-wide is 1.5T. Extrapolating
from the achieved improvements in MRI at higher fields,
3T has a bright future ahead with these new avenues.

CONCLUSIONS

Advanced MRI techniques continue to show promis-
ing results for the diagnostic evaluation of patients with
various diseases and will facilitate treatment decisions
and therapeutic monitoring. Most of the methods pre-
sented in this manuscript can now be applied on most
state-of-the-art MRI scanners, although some cutting-
edge material is still under development and additional
time might be required until this technology is com-
monly available.
The MRI techniques presented here have led to a

tremendous increase in the range of information that can
be obtained during an MRI session in addition to con-
ventional structural MRI. It is foreseeable that many
more technical improvements will occur that may further
help improve diagnosis and treatment.
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